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GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products

❖ Spike protein-pseudotyped lentivirus

❖ COVID-19-related plasmids, including open reading frame (ORF) clones expressing viral proteins and 
human host factors, CRISPR sgRNA, and shRNA.

❖ COVID-19-related lentivirus and adenoassociated virus (AAV)

❖ SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR-based testing kits

❖ Coronavirus protein antigen microarrays



GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products



Background: SARS-CoV-2 virus

❖ SARS-CoV-2: Member of genus Betacoronavirus

❖ ~30 kb genome, positive strand RNA

❖ Surrounded by surface glycoprotein “Spike”, which 
is essential for virus entry

❖ Highly similar to SARS-CoV-1, which caused the 2002-2004 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak

❖ Less similar to MERS-CoV, which caused the ongoing 
Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) outbreak 
from 2012



Background: SARS-CoV-2 virus

From Wu, A., et al. (2020). Cell Host and Microbe 27, 325 



Background: SARS-CoV-2 interaction with host

From Shang, J., et al. (2020). Nature 581, 221 

❖ SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein binds to 
Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2)

❖ Entry into host occurs via lung airway 
epithelial cells

❖ ACE2 is also highly expressed in other 
tissues, including vascular epithelial 
cells and kidney, which could explain 
some of the secondary pathology of 
COVID-19 (blood clots, kidney failure)

❖ Same receptor as SARS-CoV-1. MERS-CoV
uses DPP4.



Background: SARS-CoV-2 interaction with host

❖ Serine protease TMPRSS2 is required for 
Spike binding to ACE2

From Hoffmann, M., et al. (2020). Cell 181, 271 



Spike Protein-pseudotyped lentivirus

Lentivirus that expresses the SARS-CoV-2 Spike (S) 
glycoprotein in its envelope. Limits the tropism of viral 

infection to cells that express ACE2. 

What is it?



Spike Protein-pseudotyped lentivirus

Useful for several applications in a SAFE environment

❖ Vaccine development for prevention of 
infection by SARS-CoV-2 virus

❖ Development of antiviral therapeutic agents

❖ Studying the mechanism of virus-
receptor interaction

❖ Studying the efficacy and mechanism of 
neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 
virus



Lentivirus technology

❖ Class of retroviruses that 
includes human 
immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV)

❖ Integrates into genomic 
DNA

❖ Single stranded RNA 
genome of ~9.7 kb

❖ Infect dividing & non-
dividing cellsSakuma, et al. (2012). Biochem. J. 443, 603.



Lentivirus technology

3rd generation lentivirus

Change env to another 

glycoprotein (tropism)



Spike Protein-pseudotyped lentivirus

Premade, expressing luciferase and eGFP



Spike Protein-pseudotyped lentivirus

Premade, expressing luciferase and eGFP

HEK293T

HEK293T-ACE2

Spike-
pseudotyped

lentivirus

Firefly luciferase assay

Firefly luciferase assay

Luciferase units: 
Background

Luciferase units: 
3 x 105 RFU/ml



Spike Protein-pseudotyped lentivirus

Premade, expressing luciferase and eGFP



Lentifect™ Spike Protein-pseudotyped lentivirus

Advantages

❖ Accurate functional titers.  Measured by FACS sorting 
of ACE2-expressing HEK293T cells infected with GFP-
expressing particles.

❖ Application versatility.

❖ Complete system. Can be used with GeneCopoeia's 
ACE2-expressing HEK293T cells. Kits for do-it-yourself 
packaging are also available.

❖ Can be packaged for either in vitro grade or ultra-
purified in vivo grade.

❖ Can express either commonly-used markers such as 
GFP and luciferase, or most human, mouse, and rat 
ORFs in GeneCopoeia's >80 lentiviral transfer vector 
types.



Spike Protein-pseudotyped lentivirus

Premade, expressing luciferase and eGFP

Product cat. # Length of Spike Spike variant

SP101-100 Full D614

SP001-100 Truncated D614

SP103-100 Full G614

SP003-100 Truncated G614



COVID-19 Antigen microarray

❖ Antigen arrays are a type of protein microarray. Proteins of interest are spotted onto membranes.

❖ Antigen arrays are used for detection of antibodies in patient body fluids. Can also be used to 
validate specific antibodies.

❖ Usually, the antigens are proteins that are known autoantigens in autoimmune diseases, 
but can be other proteins associated with other disorders, such as cancers or allergies.

❖ In this case, the proteins are known to be associated with specific diseases.

What are antigen microarrays?



OmicsArray™ SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus Antigen Microarray



What are antigen microarrays?

Nitrocellulose 

(NC) membrane 

carrying up to 256 

spots. Each 

antigen is spotted 

in duplicate.

Proteins in native conformation spotted onto membranes

Each slide 

carries 16 

identical 

arrays. 1 array 

is reserved for 

PBS (negative) 

control.



Autoantigen microarray workflow

From Zhu, H., et al. (2015). Genomics, Proteomics, & Bioinformatics 13, 210



Applications for antigen microarrays

❖ Autoimmune disease profiling and diagnostics (e.g. Systemic lupus erythematosus, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn’s disease, Type 1 diabetes, Sjögren's Syndrome, and ~100 others.

❖ Cancer biomarker profiling.

❖ Infectious disease/pathogen marker profiling 

❖ Allergen profiling.

❖ Transplantation evaluation.

❖ Evaluation of the efficacy, toxicity, and other side effects from clinical applications of drugs and 
therapies.

❖ Evaluation of human body responses to pollutants and impacts on health.

❖ Vaccine efficacy evaluation 



Custom antigen microarray services

❖ Custom printing and spotting. GeneCopoeia will create custom antigen microarrays built to 
customer’s specifications.

❖ Sample processing. Customer can send blood, plasma, tissue, or other biological sample and we will 
prepare it for processing and incubation with any of our predesigned antigen microarrays or custom-
built antigen microarrays

❖ Data analysis. Once samples are processed and incubated with an antigen microarray, we will 
analyze the raw data. The standard analysis service includes: 1) An Excel file of the Net Signal 
Intensity (NSI) for each antigen on the array, normalized to internal controls; and 2) a heat map

❖ Additional analysis services, including proteomic analysis, pathway analysis, and more, are also 
available.



Custom antigen microarray services

Standard analysis: Normalized data (Net signal intensities, or NSI)



Custom antigen microarray services

Standard analysis: Heat map (antibody score)



Custom antigen microarray services

Additional analysis: Gene Ontology (GO) analysis

Classifies 

genes and 

proteins 

based on 

known 

biological 

functions



Custom antigen microarray services

Additional analysis: Pathway analysis

Groups positive antibody-antigen interactions based on defined 

biological pathways



BlazeTaq™ Probe One-Step SARS-CoV-2 Testing Kit

Application: For detection of SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA via RT-
qPCR



SARS-CoV-2 detection via RT-qPCR

From Wu, A., et al. (2020). Cell Host and Microbe 27, 325 



BlazeTaq™ Probe One-Step SARS-CoV-2 Testing Kit

From Wu, A., et al. (2020). Cell Host and Microbe 27, 325 



BlazeTaq™ Probe One-Step SARS-CoV-2 Testing Kit

❖ High sensitivity.  Can detect as few as 10 copies of 
the viral target sequences.

❖ Specificity. Inclusion of UDG and dUTP in the 
reaction reduces carryover contamination, resulting 
in fewer false positives.

❖ Instrument compatibility. Optional ROX dye ensures 
compatibility with virutally all qPCR instruments in 
use.

❖ Broad-spectrum detection. Proprietary 
primer/probe designs enable detection of most 
SARS-CoV-2 strains.

Features



BlazeTaq™ Probe One-Step SARS-CoV-2 Testing Kit



BlazeTaq™ Probe One-Step SARS-CoV-2 Testing Kit

Note: The BlazeTaq™ Probe One-Step SARS-CoV-2 Detection 
Kit is for research purposes only. It is not intended for 

diagnostic or treatment usage in humans.



Other GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products

Plasmids



Other GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products

ORF clones



Other GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products

ORF clones



Other GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products

ORF clones



Gordon, et al. interaction screen

Bait proteins (27 

viral proteins)

Affinity purification-mass spectrometry (AP-MS)

“Prey” proteins 

(host



Gordon, et al. interaction screen

Affinity purification-mass spectrometry (AP-MS)

MagStrep beads, 

elute with biotin



332 interacting proteins identified

❖ Possible false positives. Because this is an artificial system, it’s possible that some, most, or even 
all of the reported interactions are not biologically relevant 

❖ Possible false negatives. 2 host proteins of note, ACE2 and TMPRSS2, were not identified in the 
screen. TMPRSS2 is an enzyme, so it might not physically interact despite its essential role in viral 
pathogenesis. 

Caveats



Repurposing of drugs for antiviral use

❖ IUPHAR/BPS Guide to Pharmacology (2020-3-12) and ChEMBL25 databases

Search 2 pharmacological sources for ligands of host proteins

❖ 16 drugs previously approved for other uses.

❖ 3 “investigational new drugs” (“A substance that has been tested in the laboratory and has been 
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for testing in people”-NCI)

❖ 18 “pre-clinical candidates”.



Repurposing of drugs for antiviral use

❖ Literature searches

Search 2 pharmacological sources for ligands of host proteins

❖ 13 drugs previously approved for other uses.

❖ 9 “investigational new drugs”

❖ 10 “pre-clinical candidates”.

❖ 69 total drugs targeting 66 human proteins.



Implications

❖ Repurposing of existing or development of new antiviral drugs that act on host proteins instead of 
viral proteins. Drug resistance is less likely to be caused by genetic drift for host-directed drugs 
than for virus-directed drugs.

❖ Basic research to learn more about virus life cycle and biology.



Why focus on antiviral drugs?

❖ The ultimate way to eradicate a disease-causing virus is through a fully-effective vaccine.

❖ There are examples of viruses for which a vaccine has never been developed, despite decades of 
effort (HIV, EBV, RSV). A vaccine for Zika was developed in 2019, but has only been tested on 
macaques.

❖ However, there is no guarantee that we will ever have, or soon have, a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine:

❖ There has never been a vaccine against any coronaviruses shown to work in humans. 4 
coronaviruses cause common colds, so there is less incentive to create vaccines, even though 
common colds cause workplace disruptions with people getting sick.

❖ Vaccines were developed against SARS (2002-2004) and MERS (2012-), which are also caused by 
coronaviruses. These were tested in mice and shown to produce antibodies, but were never tested 
in humans because the groups studying them were unable to get funding. SARS is not currently 
active, MERS still is, although the number of known cases is only about 2,500 globally after 8 years.



Why focus on antiviral drugs?

❖ The earliest we will have a mass-produced vaccine will be 2021. So effective antiviral drugs, such as 
Remdesivir, could fill that gap.

❖ Therefore:

❖ It is possible that we will never get a fully-effective vaccine, or even any vaccine, so effective 
antiviral drugs might be one of two treatment options or the only treatment option.



Other GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products

Lentivirus & AAV



Other GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products

CRISPR & shRNA



Other GeneCopoeia SARS-CoV-2 related products

Stable cell lines



Thank You!

If you have any additional 

questions, please call

1-301-762-0888 x227

Email: edavis@genecopoeia.com

Or visit us on the web:

www.genecopoeia.com

GeneCopoeia, Inc.

9260 Medical Center Drive Suite 101

Rockville, Maryland USA 20850


